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2.

I. Introduction

we have conducted this review on behalf of the Chairman of post office
Limited, Tim Parker

This review arises from cornplaints made by various sub-postmasters

("sPMRs") about thcir rrcatmcnt try post office Limited (paL").since 2009

POL has faced complaints from SPMRs that cash shortfalls in their branches,

for which they were helcl responsible by pol were caused by pol,s computer

software, known as Horizon, arld pol's wider operational model. These

matters have beeu the subject of consicleration ancl investigation by and on

behalf of PoL on a number of occasions. The purpose of this review is to
consider whether any further action could now reasonably be taken by pOL to

adclress the matters raised by the SPMRs.

We stress that we have been instructed on behaU of the Chairman to perform

an independent assessment of the work which has been c{one already to

address the question whether there is any further stepfsteps that might

reasonably be taken now by POL. We have met witl-r various indivicluals and

parties who could explain the context and their concerns, but not all of those

rnatters fell within the scope of this Review. The regal department of pol- has

been the source of most of the information provided to us, but we have

determined what information should be providecl. No information we have

requested has been withheld from us and we are grateful for the assistance we

have received from both PoL and external parties we have spoken to.

3.
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Il. 'l'he Scope of this lteview

4. The purpose of this review was originally describecl in the following terms:

"To reaiew the Post Office's hnndling of the complsints matle by stfu-postmasterc
regnrding the nlleged flaws in its Horizon electroric point of sale and branch accounting
systems, snd determinewhether theprocesses designed anelimplementedby Post Offce
Lunited to understatd, inaestigate and resolae those complaints were rcssonnble and
appropriate."

5. We have been guided by this. But we have concentrated on whether any {urther

action is reasonable anct necessary in respect of these issues, This has

highlighted two principal questions

(1) What has already been done in tl're 2010-2015 period?

(2) If there are any gaps in the work done, is there further action that can

reasonably now be taken?

In respect of both these questions, with thc agreement of the Chairmary we

have concentrated on four areas: (a) criminal prosecutions; (b) the Horizon

system (i.e. the software); (c) the support provided to SPMRs through training

and helplines; and (ct) the investigations into the circumstances of specific cases

where a complaint has been raised. This Review will address troth questions in

respect of all four of these areas.

As a part of the second question, we will briefly address what steps POL should

take now to improve the position of SPMRs, and therefore POL in the future.

However, the more critical focus is on whether anything further can reasonably

be done now in respect of existing cases raised with POL. Where we have

concluded that it can be, we have set out recommendations accordingiy.

6
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8 We recoprise that a great deal of work has been undertaken by POL and

various third parties concerning Horizon and wider related issues sirrce 2010.

It was neither possible nor desirable for us to seek to replicate or duplicate that

work in the time available to us, Nor have we sought to establish the precise

circumstances of any individual SPMR's case.

We have reviewed a considerable amount of documentation providecl to us by

POL at our request. We have also met with POL employees, and external

parties who we considered might be able to assist us in our understanding of

the issues involved and what had already been done. In addition, we received

training ourselves on the operation of a Horizon terrninal.

10. Our meetings were with:

Lord Arbuthnot;

Second Sight

Deloitte

Fujitsu and Gareth Jenkins);

Angela Van Den Bogard, POL Director of Support Services;

The Chairman invited Alan Bates, Chairrnan of the "Justice for Sub-postmasters

Alliance" (",FSA") to a meeting with us, btrt he declineci to attencl, We are

aware that hls reason for the refusal was his loss of trust in POL and their ability

to rneet his corrcerrrs.

12 We have not sought to meet with Sir Anthony Hooper, who was Chairman of

the Working Group. The ruming of the Working Group, ancl indeed thc

9
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decision to bring it to an end, were not matters clirectly within the scope of our

concern as they are second-order process matters.
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13.

m. Post Office Limited, Sub-postmasters and the Horizon System

(A) Thc FOL Business Madel

POL is a limited company under the Companies Act 2006. As of 1 April2012,

POL has been separately owned and managed from Royal Mail. The sole

shareholder of POL is the Secretary of State for Business, Imovation ancl Skills

but POL acts under the direction of its Chairman and Board of Directors, rather

than Ministerial control. However, because the sole owner of POL is the

Government, it is commonplace and appropriaie to describe POL as expending

public funds,

There are approximately 11,500 Post Office branches around the United

Kingdcrm. They provide a range of mail, telephony, government and financial

products and services to the public. A Post Office branch is often a vital part of

a local community

15 Some 350 of those branches are operated directly by POL, known as Crown

branches, in which the staff are employees of POL. These branches have not

been the focus of the complaints or this Review:

1.6. The remainder of the branches are run by SPMRs on an agency basis, under

contracts with POL. SPMRs are, accordingly, independent business people.

Many operate aclclitional businesses, and it is common that the Post Office

branch is found within a wicter retail business, such as a newsagent or general

store. Every branch has a quantity - varying according to local demand and

branch size - of POL cash and stock (such as stamps) for which the SPMR must

account to POL.

14.
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18.

19

(B) "I"lw LeFd Stntus a$PMlls

It is not necessary for the purposes of this Review to set out a detailed legal

analysis of the position of SPMIts. Although we understand from the wider

documentation that some SPMRs may have believed themselves io be more

akin to arr employee, thcre is no rcal clisputc that SPMRs are agents of POL,

under a contract for services.i We lrave not seen, and have not asked to see, the

contract between POL and SPMRs, although we have seen quoted clauses of it

in various other documents, We unelerstand. that clause L of that contract states

in terms that the SPMR is an agent of POL.

At common law an agent is obliged to keep an accurate account of all

transactions entelecl into within the scope of his agency ancl has to be ready to

produce that account at any tirne to his principal. We understand that the

applicable contract contains a clause to the sarne effect (clause L2.4).

Where an account is produced - such as automatically through an accounting

system - the burden of proof is on the agent to show that the account is wrong

and does not reflect the financial obligations he owes to his principal. In Camillo

Tsnk Steanrship Conrynny Limited a Alexandria Engineering Works (1921) 38 TLR

134,143 Viscount Cave rroted that:

"The ex.pressiln "ttcclunf ststed" .., lms more tlun ane meaning. It sometinrcs means

a clairu to payment made by one partq and admitted by tlrc other to be correct, An
nccount stated in tlis sense is nLt finre than nn adrnission of a debt out of court; ttnd
whilst it is no doubt cogent euidence against the admitti.ng party, and throws upon hint
tJrc burden of proaing thnt the debt is not due, it nny, like any other adrnission, be

shoutn to hazte been made in error,

Indeed, there is a judgment of the Ernploynlent Appeal Tribunal hotding that SPMIIs
are not employees (and. not workcrs for thc purposc's of various picces of legislalion
eitlrer): Inland Reaenue Cotnntissioners a Post Offce t,td J20031 ICR 546.

8
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The general principle of the agent's duty to account is contained in Slwa a

Picton (i825) 4 B & C 715,729 per Bayley J:

"It is quite clenr, that if an agent (employed to receioe fircney, nnd bornd by his duty
to his principal. from time to titne to communicnte to him uhether the ntoney is receixed

or not,) renders an account from time to titne uiltich contnins a statement tlnt the

ffioney is receiaed, lrc is boundby that account unless he ca,n shew tlmt that stntement
was matle unintentionnlly ttnd by mistake. lf he cannot shew that, he is not at liberttl
aftenuards to say thnt the money had not been receiued, and neuer will be receiued, and

to claim reintbursement in respect of tlnse sums f0? which lte lzad preaiously giuen

credit,"

The application of these standard agency principles to the SPMR context was

confirmed in Posf Office Ltd a Castleton 120071EWHC 5 (QB); [2007]All ER (D)

125 (Jan) in which POL sucd to rccover losses shown in the SPMR's trccounts.

We are not asked to apply those principles to the facts of any particular case

and we do not do so, but we do consider that it is important ihat the relevant

legal context be clearly set out as it clearly shapes the nature of POL's own

obligations,

(C) "l!rc tlorizw S$steryr

Horizon is the name given to the computer system providet{ to POL under

contract by Fujitsu Services Lirnited ("Fujitsu"), fcrrmeriy ICL. It is the system

used in all POL Crown branches, snb-Post Offices and outreach branches. We

clo not unclerstancl the basic history and scope of the Horizon system to be

controversial, and take this summary from various docurnents including

Second Sight's Part One Report, legal advice provided by Brian Altman QC,

witness statements provided by Gareth |enkins of Fujitsu in POL legal

proceedings against SPMRs and other Fujitsu documentatiory such as a

presentation on its 'Core Audit Process', We stress thtrt in this Review we use

22.
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24.
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26

the term Horizon to refer to the computer system used by POL and the SPMRs

onty. We clo not incorporate within that ierm a wicler definition of all training,

assistance and processes the POL have in place to allow Horizon to be used; we

find that wider definition which has been used by others to be confusing for

our purposes.

Fujitsu was awarded. a contract with POL in 1996 to provide the Horizon

system. Horizon was rollecl out to all branches between L999 and 2A02.

Branches migraidd to an updatecl system known as Horizon Online (or HNG-

X) over the course of 2010. So far as we understand it, there ia no significant

difference between the practical operation of the original Horizon system and

Horizon Online. As the complaints raised have spanned both systems, we refer

to both by the term Horizon.

Under the original Horizon system the data relating to each transaction was

processed and stored by a clesignatecl master terminal in each branch before

being transrnitted in batches to a ccntral POL data centre. Under Horizon

Onlinc, cach branch tcrminal now communicates clirectly with the data centre

on a transaction by transaction basis. In order to functiory Horizon must be

online anct cach tcrminal cornccted to thc POL data ccntrc via a sccurc

cornmunication line with a back-up system, provided by POL, usually

comprising a mobile teiephone network.

We note that Horizon is used by over 68,000 users in the 11,500 branches

processing more than six million transactions every working day,

Transactions in Horizon can only be entered by someone with a user ID and an

associated password. Formal approval of a new user can only be carried out by

POL, but new users can be adcled to the system and allocatecl a user ID by an

SPMR when POL has given thern'rnanager access'. The password is set by POL

or the SPMR and is subsequently managed and changed by the user.

l0
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Every record that is written to the transaction log has a unique incrementing

sequence number. This means it is possible to detect if any transaction records

have been lost. While a customer session is in progress, details of the

transactions for that session are nonnally helct in the computer's memory until

the customer session (often known as the 'stack') is settled (i.e. payment is

taken). At that point, al1 cletails of the transactions, including methods of

payment, are writien to the hard disk and replicated. When the stack data is

successfully written thc screen is upclated, printing the relevant receipt means

the session is completed, to inciicate a new customer session can be started.

Each stack, or basket, of a customer session consists of accounting lines. \Mren

a session is settled, the payment process is also added as accounting lines.

When the value of the basket is zero it is sent to the data centre where the

accounting lines are recorded and committed. The effect o{ this is that either all

of the data, in the form of the accounting lines, is written to the local hard disk

and the data centre or none of it is written. The same approach applies to back

office transactions, such as inputting stock levels or reversing mistaken

transactions.

Al1 data that is written includes a'checksurh' value which is checked whenever

the data is read to ensure that it has not been corrupted. Any such corruptions

detected on reading will result in failures being recorded in the event logs

which are helcl on the local hard clisk for a short period, and at the data cenfre

where they are held for seven years.

Where the data is not written or replicated, further attempts are made at regular

intervals. Once the data reaches the clata centre, a futther copy is taken and

written to the audit file which is placed into the audit trail where it is available

for retrieval for seven years. Data in the audit trail is cligitally sealed with a

secure checksum that is hetd separately (in the form of a digital index) to ensure
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it has not been tampered with or corrupted. Each audit record includes the

branch identifier, the counter identifier, the sequence number (i.e. the

sequential transaction iclentifier), and a counter timestamp.

Any failures to write to a hard disk, after the set number of retries, will result

in the counter failing and needing to be restarted. Such a failure will

accotdingly be visible, even if it were not already evident because of, for

example, a loss of power. There is a specific recovery process which rnust be

followed by the user when the counter is restarted which, we are told, involves

various screen prompts.

Horizon adopts the principle of double-entry bookkeeping. As set out above,

tlris means that separate accounting lines are also generated for the tender items

(i.e. the methods of payment), resulting in a total value of all of the accounting.

lines in a basket aclding up to zero. If, when being written, the net value is not

zero then an alert is raised and the basket is discarded,

The way in which the Horizon system is operated was described in accessible

terms in the Cnstletonjudgrnent at [5]-[7]:

"Each contputer terminal included s prlcessor, a touch-sensitiat screen, n keyboartl, a

barcade scanner nnd n printer. The laid down practice, in otLtline, was and is as follaws.
Tlrc clerk recortls on tlrc computer all transttctions thttt lrc makes. Transactioyrs otlrcr
thnn on-line banking nre rccordecl not only on tlrc unnputer btLt nlso bty a document,
such ns rz telsoisiotr licence counterfotil, snuings buk deposit or wtthtlrsutnl slip or n

cheque, Sorne transactions are known as APS (automnted pnywent system)
transnctions. TJnse are trctnsactions whera a utstomer either uses a card conlainfug n

magnetic sh'ip to pay a bitl or puys nbitl that is barcoded.. Tlrcre nre carresportdins aPS
sliys recarding APS transactions. The suhpostmaster is responsible for checking daily
tlrc contputer records of the transaction.s of the dnv agninst tlrc doamzentation. He
prints ottt tlrc computer records of thc trnnsnctions, q.nd when sntisfed that they tnlly
witlt the docu nentation he sends the docu nrcrrtntion in sealed bags or unelopes by the

last collection of tlu day to tl'rc releannt centres. He receiaes cash, stamps and other
cnsh-fype items front time to time in senled hngs nnd hns to rccord daily tltc amount of
cssh held by reference to the denominntions of nates nnd coins. The subpostmnster is

also responsible far producin g n arcekhJ bslnn ce . . .

I1
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Euery'week, after close of br.tslness at 5.30 p.ftr. onWerlnesday and before opening at 9
aln, on Thursday [the stock is checked] ns required by Post Office procedures.

It is obuious that the week' s accotutts of a post off.ce balance if tlrc dffirence represented

by the receipts minus thepayntents equnls tlrc difference represented by theanlue of the

stock nt the end of the week mirws tLrc aalue of the stock at the end of tfu prezsious week.

lf those tzuo differences nre not equul, there is n disuepancy. lf lhe former dffirence is
grenter than the lntter, there is aloss, which is treated rc a positiae discrepancy.If tlrc

former is less tLmn the lntter, there is n gain. That is treated as n negntioe
discrcpnncy..,"

As the judgment explains, the operation of Horizon as an accounting system is

effectively dependent upon the SPMR inputting the correct information into

the systern.

One issue which has occurred with some frequency is that an SPMR has falsely

declared onto the Horizon system the cash and/or stock position in order to

conceai a discrepancy. This is likely to constitute the criminal offence of false

accounting. When this has occurrcd it has rcndered it more difficult, if not

impossible, for POL (and possibly the SPMR) after the event, to establish the

last point at which the accounts were correctly declared and locate the

circumstances in which the discrepancy occurred,

The Horizon system is the subject of tlrree different industry stanc-lard

evaluations: ISAE3402 audits (carried out by Fujitsu and Ernst & Young);

Payment Card Industry Data Security Standarc{s (carriecl out by Inforrnation

Risk Management plc, focussing on carclholder clata); ancl Bureau Veritas

ISO27001 reports (over the Fujitsu networks), We have been provicled with,

ancl looked at, copies of these reports for 2012as a sarnple of those available.

(D) 'l"rniniug

Although there is good deal of dispute about the level and quality of training

SPMRs received in particular cases, Second Sight's Part One Report sets out the

t3
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39

levels of training which POL sought to provide at different times, and we adopt

that clescription here.

In brief, when Horizon was first introduced in 2000-2002,.SPMRs were given

classroom training anct then 10-11 clays of on-site training ancl support,

followed by one day of support on balancing at the end of a trading period, In

2003-2006 new SPMRs received between five and ten days of classroom

training if ttrey chose it, or five to ten days of on-site training and support,

followed by one day of support on balancing at the encl of a trading periocl. In

210,7-20'll new SPMRs received between five to ter-r days of classroom training

on sales and products and then six days of on-site training and support,

followed by one day of support on balancing at the end of a trading periocl.

Telephonei calls were rnade at the interval of one and six months, with a one

day site visit after three months.

Training was voluntary and SPMRs who had experience of working in Post

Offices may have chosen not to receive additional iraining. Further ftaining

coulc{ be requestecl from POL. SPMRs are responsible for the training of their

own staff.

(E) Suwort

POL provides various methods of support to SPMRs, in relation to Horizon and

the more general operation of the branch. There are two different telephone

helplines which can be called.

41, The Network Business Support Centre ("NBSC") is operated by POL (although

prior to 2012 it was effectively operated by Royal Mail) to provide support for

all operational issues arising in branch, including queries on the operation of

Horizon and on balancing issues. It has beeu in place since 1999. Queries which

40
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canrlot be resolved by the call-handier, or are not resolved to the satisfaction of

the caller, can be transferred to a second tier of more experienced call-handlers

or to managers. Branch visits may result where a problem does not appear to

be fixed over the telephone.

NBSC call-handlers receive a four week classroom training course which

includes a Horizon test terminal, and then two weeks of supervised call-

handling. Call-hancllers will principally answer a query by reference to a

detailed cornputerised encyclopaedia of explanations known as the Knowleclge

Base. The Knowledge Base is periodically updated to reflect changes in

products and processes.

The NBSC produces a log of all calls. This records the date, the branch, the

caller, a brief description of the l'rroblem, the call-handler and the resolution.

Those logs are avaiiable back to 2000, but tl"rey are reliant on the notes macle by

the call-handlers at the time. In many casds, the resolution notes only that tl're

caller was given an answer from the Knowledge Base. Cails to the NBSC were

not routinely tecorded

The Horizon Service Desk ("HSD") was, until 2014, operated by Fujitsu and

dcals with tcchnical issucs arising out of Horizon which an SPMR has not

resolvecl through the online information available to them. An engineer will be

sent out where a problern is not resolved. The HSD and NBSC transfer calls

between each other when the SPMR has calleci thc incorrect helpline. HSD call

logs are retained for seven year$.

Support is also provided through in-branch field visits by advisors. They visit

branches to provide training, additional training or support when requested

and to caruy out audits or othcr chccks, Branchcs also havc managcrial

relationships, which may involve on-site visits from time to time.

t5
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(F)'[hir{Fnrty Businessbtuoluement

POL is a point of sale and contact for a variety of products and services

providect by third parties. For example, Goverument documents such as DVLA

forms can be purchased from Post Offices, anct utility bills can be paid tluough

the Horizon system. Similariy, many customers witl pay for proclucts, or make

cash wiihdrawals, from their bank account at the Post Office counter.

47 Important examples of third party involvernent are: ATMs, which are (now)

provicled through Bank of Ireland and require the SPMR to account for the cash

held in ancl transacted through the ATM; Iottery products, which involve

accounting for the stock of scratchcards and the cash purchases of all lottery

products (and which cau require reconciliation where the sales are made

through the SPIvIR's separate retail business); and Paystation, which is a

payment clevice usecl for certain utility payments and top-ups, All of these

separate products and equipment require manual inputting into the Horizon

system to ensure that the SPMR accounts for the cash and stock passing

through his branch. The third party (such as Bank of lrelancl) will receive their

own records clirectly from the equipment, anci discrepancies between those

clectronic rccords and thc Horizon rccords manually inputtcd by thc SPMR

may require adjustrnent'

48. It is ururecessary to go into further detail about the range of third party

involvement, but we recogrrise that the reconciliatiou exercises can throw up

practical problen-rs for SPMRs, and that the involvement of third parties with

their own separate Plocesses will have a tendency to delay POL's ability to

resolve any apparent cliscrepancies between the Horizon accounts and thild

party records.

(C) Acr'trttrllirl( L)iscrt'rnrtcics

t6
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SPMRs are required to balance their accounts at the end of every rnonthly

trading period. In order to roll over into the next trading period, the account

must balance, i.e. it must not show a positive or a negative discrepancy. Good

SPMR practice will involve the SPMR carrying out a weekly balance to ensure

any discrepancy is promptly identiJied, and a daily cash declaration on

Horizon to show how much cash is being held in the branch.

Where there is a diqcrepancy which cannot be corrected by reversing figures to

reflect the true picture (such as to correct an overstatement of stock), the SPMR

may make good tl"rat discrepancy. Where the discrepancy is smail, and is likely

to be because of minor errors at the counter, this is often the approach adopted.

Where the sum is larger and the SPMR cannot or does not wish to simply pay

it ofl or the SPMR does not understancl how it arose, there are two choices.

During the rnonthly trading periocls, the cliscrepancy can be moved to a local

susperlse account while it is investigated by the SPMR with tire assistance of

POL. \ /here there is, or remains, a discrepancy at the end of a trading period

the discrcpancy must be settled centrally, i.e. placed into a central POL

suspensc account, for rcsolution. Wc wcre informecl by POL that in ordcr to

settle centrally, an SPMR will be reminclecl that he is liable for any negative

discrepancy whicti is not resolvecl. This reflects the position uncler the contract

ancl at comnron law, as set out above.

A discrepancy may be resolved through the issue of a Transaction Correction

by POL. These may occur in a variety of situations. but will reflect POL having

information that shows that information inputted onto Horizon by a branch

was incortect. This may be to the benefit or clisbenefit of the branch. For

example, Horizon may lrave been told that rnore caslr was sent back (or

'rernmed out') to POL in a pouch than the pouch actually contained.

Alternatively, a cheque thought to have been lost may have been discoverecl.

l7
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Sometimes a Transaction Correction will be issued because of inforrnation from

a third part!, such as a bank, that a transaction was cancelled. A Transaction

Correction issued to a branch must be acknowledgecl ancl accepted by the

SPMR before it affects the branch aecounting position.

Discrepancies through third party equiprnent - such as ATMs and Paystations

- are resolved through Transaction Acknowledgements issued via the third

party where there is a difference between the records of the equipment sent

directly to the third party and the figures manually inputtecl onto Horizon,

Agutn, a Transaction Acknowledgement issued to a branch must be

acknowledged and accepted by the SPMR before it affects the branch

accounting position.

(H) btucstigntionofDiscrepnncies

Where a significant shortfall is discovered at an audit, or is reported to POL,

POL will conduct an investigation into that shortfall and the responsibility of

the SPMR for it. That investigation could lead to a decision as to whetl"rer the

contract with the SPMR should be terrninated and/or whether criminal charges

should be laicl in respect of the SPMR's conciuct. Investigatiolls are carried out

by POL's own investigations ancl security department. POL has shown us

figures that indicate that between around 3,000-4,000 audits took place a year

in 2011-2014. Only a small proportion of these were random; most were either

risk-based or on the occasion of a change of SPMR.

55 In England and Wales, POL conducts private prosecutions of criminal offences

arising out of the misconduct of SPMRs. This is not in exercise of any special

statutory power; it is simply the choice of POL to adopt this course of action.

Thus decisions as to whether charges should be brought and what charE;es

shoulcl be brought are made by POL employees (taking account of appropriate

legal advice). Cases in Scotlancl are prosecilted by the Procurator Fiscal ancl in

54
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Northern Ireland by the Public Prosecution Service (with the assi.stance of POL

investigators). We understand the difference between the approach across the

UK reflects the different legal traditions,
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56.

IV. The Horizon Complaints

(A) tnitial-Complaints

The complaints and allegations made publicly and to POL about the Horizon

system and associated issues commenced in earnest in 2009 with the

establishment of the |FSA. The core of those complaints has always been that

various SPMRs have been the subject of criminal prosecutiory civil recovery

and/or conlract terrnination in respect of accounting cliscrepancies for which

the SPMRs say they were not responsible. Instead, it is saici that Horizon is

responsible. A wider element of the allegations is that SPMRs received

insufficient training and support in operating the Horizon system.

57 During the course of 2010 the JFSA entered into corrcspondcnce with Ministers

and Members of Parliament about their concerns. The story obtained press

coverage from the BBC's'Inside Out' programme and articles inPri.ante Eye.

58. Frorn late 20L1 to May 2012James Arbuthnot MP pursued the allegations made

by the JFSA and individual SPMRs with the Minister and POL. In May 2012, at

a meeting witl-r |ames Arbuthnot MP and Oliver Letwin MP, POL agreed to

engage a firm of forensic accountants to review Horizon. During the course of

lune and July 2012, following meetings with Jarnes Arbuthnot MP, other MPs

ancl the IFSA, Second Sight Support Services Limitecl ("Second Sight") were

instructed by POL to conduct the inquiry. The remit of their inquiry was to

" consider and to aduise on uthether Lhere are am1 systernic issues and/or concerns witlt

the 'Ilorizon' system, incltLding training and uryport processest giuing euidence and

rensons for the conclusians reached" .2

The deadline for the submission of cases and issues for the consideration of

Second Sight was 28 February 2013. Some 29 cases were submitted through

'The Secorrd Sight Inquiry - the Detail', Appendix to the Second Sight Interim Report.
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|ames Arbuthnot MP and L8 cases through the JFSA, Second Sight issued an

lnterim Report on 8 July 2013.

(B) The Second Sight Interim Report

We do not propose to summarise the entirety of the Second Sight Interim

Report. It is sufficient to note some of the core statements that it rnacle. Second

Sight defined the "Horizon system" to include not simply the software, but also

all aspects of using the system, the haining and support provided to use the

system and the audit and investigation process into discrepancies shown by

the systern (paragraplx 1.4-1.8). Second Sight noted that the limited number of

complaints it received " suggests that the aast majority of SPMRs nnd branclrcs are

at lesst reasonably happy with the Horizon systent" (paragraph 1.11).

61. The Interim Report staied that Second Sight hacl carried out so-called "Spot

Reviews". These were considerations of particular issues in certain of the cases

referred to them. We have seen a number of those Spot Reviews. Foul of the.m

were appended to tl're Interim Report. Second Sight stated that differences

between POL and thc JFSA had not bcen rcsolved, and POL had accepted only

minor crrors (paragraphs 5.6-5.7).

62. Second Sight noted that POL had disclosed to it two defects in the Horizon

software which had impacted branches in 2010 and in 2A1'1,-2A12, as'well as a

further (unspecified) incident (paragraphs 6,4-6.10).

63 Second Sight criticised POL for a lack of thoroughness in their investigations of

shortfalls, and a focus on asset recovery rather than establishing the underlying

root cause (paragraphs 7.3,7.6). A list of issues of concern was set out

(paragraph 7.2).
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64. The Interim Report reached various preliminary conclusions (paragraph 8.2),

Importantly, those included that " We hnue so far found no soidence of system wide

(systendc) probluns utith the Horizon soflzuare" , They also included conclusions

that unusual combinations of events could give rise to a situation where timely

in{ormation is not available to an SPMR; that POL's attitude to problems could

appear unsympathetic or unhelpful; and that investigations did not iclentify

root causes.

(C) 7'lw Criwhml Cnst:s Revino Camnissbtt

The CCRC is a statutory body with the power to refer criminal cases to the

Court of Appeal where it considers that there is a real possibility a conviction

may be overturned, POL was first contacted by the Criminal Cases Review

Commission ("the CCRC') in fuly 2013. Some SPMRs have referrecl their own

convictions to the CCRC. This has included some cases in which conviction

followed a guilty plea. None of the corrvictions was itself the subject of an

appeal. POL is co-operating with any and every rcquest for assistance from the

CCRC.

66. POL has informed us that at the present tirne the CCRC is considering 23 cases.

19 of those involve indivicluals who have made a complaint under the scheme

discussed below. At present it is unknown when the CCRC is likely to reach

decisions on whether any case should be referred back to the Court of Appeal.

POL have inforrned us that they understand that is urilikely to be before the

summer of 2016.

(D) ' I'he Medintietrt Scltcnrc

Irr an allnouncernent of 26 Augusi 2013, POL established an independent

mecliation scheme for SPMRs, overseen by a Working Group ("the Scheme").
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The mernbership of the Working Group comprisec{ POL, the fFSA and Second

Sight. Sir Anthony Hooper was appointed the Chairman of the Working Group

on 29 October 2013. The Working Group sought applications fi.om SPMRs who

had a complaint about the Horizon system ol an associated issue. Applicants

would have their cases investigated by Seconcl Sight, with a view to mediation

of the dispute between the SPMR and POL.

By the time the Scheme closed on 18 November 2013, it had received 150

applications, of which 136 entered the full Scheme (ten were resolved before

entry and four were ineligible). 37 applications were from SPMRs who hacl

been convicted of a criminal offence.

POL contributed f1,500 (ex-VAT) to each Scheme applicant for the purposes of

obtaining professional advice to articulate the complaint. Each applicant

subrnitted a case questioruraire review ('CQR") to POL and Second Sight. In

solne cases evidence was supplied. Each case was then the subject of a detailed

investigation by the Post Office Investigations Department which produced a

Post Office Investigation Report ('POIR") for each case on the basis of the

evidence which could be examined, given the passage of time. This evidence -

depending on the application of the seven year data reter"rtion period - included

Horizon transaction records, NBSC call logs, HSD call logs, training records,

audit records and other relatecl correspondence. The POIR and supporting

eviclence were providecl to Second Sight, who woulcl examine the material and

issue a case review report ("CRR") setting out the areas of agreement and

disagreement, the conclusions Second Sight could draw and whether

mediation was appropriate.

The Scheme applicant was provided with the POIR and the CRR (having been

given the opportunity to comment on a draft of the CRR). The Working Group

considered the suitability of each case for mediafion. Cases. which u'ere

accepted as suitable, and which POL agreed to mediate, were referred to the

Centre for Effective Dispute Resolution ('CEDR-) for mecliation to take place.
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POL met the costs of the mediation, and provided up to f1,250 (ex-VAT) and

expenses to applicants for professional advice in relation to the mediation.

During the course of 7014, real concern grew on the part of POL and the |FSA

about the slow progress which was being made concernirrg Scherne

investigations. flNe have seen POL Board minutes wl'Lich indicate that this

concern actually started in rnid-2013, along with real concerns over the

performance and capabilities of Second Sight.) The JFSA objected to POL's

approach to mediation. Public criticism of POL, including of its approach to the

Scheme, on the part of MPs (particulariy |ames Arbuthnot MP) gTew during

the year. On 9 December 2014, Jarnes Arbuthnot MP appeared on the Today

prograrnme and contended that POL was sabotaging the Scheme and refusing

to mediate 90% of cases. (This figure does not appear to us to have been

accurate, but POL has considered itself.bound by confidentiality and so has not

published any different figure.)

By early June 2014 POL was having internal discussions through the Board's

Project Sparrow Sub-Cornmittee about the possibility of closing down the

Working Group and resolving the cases in another way. POL was also

consiclcring thc replaccment of Sccond Sight.

On 10 March 2015 POL announced it would mediate all Scheme cases, save for

those which had been the subject of a court ruling (whether or not to mediate

those cases was to be consiclered case-by-case). This decision effectively

rernoved the core purpose of the Working Croup. POL announcccl thc closurc

of the Wotking Grotrp the same day.

Second Sight were instructed to complete the outstanding CRRs, and did so in

July 2015. This brought to an end their engagement by I'OL.
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75 The Scheme cases cottlinue to go tfuough the rnediation process/ although we

note that the JFSA encouraged applicants to withdraw from any mec{iation

process and a number have done so.

(E) 'tlrc Substnntiue Second Sight Reports

During the course of the Scheme, Second Sight issued their substantive report

in two parts, The Part One Report was issued on 25 July 2A1"4,It was in essence

a nanative describing how a Post Office branch worked, the systems used, and

the types of products and issues dealt with by SPMRs on a regular basis, Part

III of this Review covers similar ground, but in consiclerably less detail.

77 A first version of the Part Two Report was issued by Second Sight on 21 August

2014, POL producecl a reply document in'september. Following the closure of

the Working Group, POL also instructed Seconcl Sight on 10 Marclr 2015 to

issue a gompleted version of their Part Two Report.

78. The final Part Two Report was issued on 9 April 2015. Where we refer to the

, Part Two Rcport in this Revicw, wc mean the final vcrsion of it. POL also

proclucect a reply to the Part Two Report.

79 We clo not intend to sunrmarise POL's reply, and it would be disproportionate

to surmntrrisc the entirety of the Parl. Two Repott. However, it is appropriate to

highlight some key elernents ancl conclusions of that Report which are

particularly relevant to our work.

80. Second Sight report that their work was limited by POL's refusal, with which

they did not agree, to provide three categories of informaiion. Those were: (a)

the complete legal files; (b) the complete email recorrls of POL employees

working at Fuiitsu's Bracknell office for 2008; and (c) detaiiect transactional
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83.

records relating to POL's suspense account (paragraphs2.l-2.19). As a result of

this failure, Second Sight concluded that POL " did Inue, a,nd may still haae, the

abitity to directly alter branch records ruithout the knowledge of the releuant" SPMR

(paragraph 2.L2).

The contract between IJOL and SPMRs was not always provided to SPMRs and

the conkactual terms, placing responsibility for losses on SPMRs, is " Ltnfnir"

(paragraphs 3,6-3.8, 6.1 -6.1 6).

Horizon was insufficiently error repellent, in thal " tlrc majority of branch losses

zuera csusecl by 'errors made at the counter"', which could have been avoided if the

systems had been improved. Second Sight took the view that POL had little

incentive to do so (paragraphs 3.11-3.14).

The Report addressed 1-9 thematic issues drawn from the Scheme cases

(paragraph 1,10). (Only the more significant ones are atldressed here.)

(1) The ATMs introduced a vulnerability to error and fraud, had on two

occasions printed corrupted data and were likely at some point to have

been the subject of malware and/or criminal theft/fraud (paragraphs

7.1-7 .38).

(2) Accounting for foreign currency transactions was fundamentally flawed

because Horizon is a single currency system and individual transactions

could not be seen by POL (paragraphs 9.1-9.12).

(3) The sale of lottery scratch cards prior to 2012 had too easily allowed for

errors in stock scanning, coupled with inconsistent NBSC advice and

delays in the issue of Transaction Corrections (patagraphs 10.1-10.15).

(4) Training was "probably ndcqunte fbr people ulrc had reasonnble leuels of IT

skills, rulmerucy and accuracy", but it was not sufficiently clearly
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monitored that the training was properly clelivered and the ability to

request haining did not help those who did not realise what they were

doing wrong (paragraphs 11.1-11,9).

(5) Eriors were less attributable to inadequate training than adequate

support from the NBSC, which would have benefitted from sending

written instructions. Second Sight recorded the complaint that SPMRs

would be tolcl that " it zuill sort itself out" but did not uphold or reject that

complaint. They accepted that the NBSC could not be expected to

determine how discrepancies arose and expectations of that facility were

unreasonable (paragraphs 12.1-12.9).

(6) The periods of delay in issuing Transaction Corrections, often of high

value, posecl real clifficulties for SPMRs and might cause a temptation to

falsify the accounts in the hope that a subsequent Correction would

resolve the problem (paragraphs 13.9-13.14.)

t7) Second Sight addresses the POL denial that it is possible to amend

branch data remotely, referring to a nnmber of documents disclosed to

it from 2008 and 2010 which refer to coruecting live data without the

knowledgc of thc SPM& altcring balances at thc branch, although thcrc

was no cletail as to whether such amendments had been rnacle

(paragraphs 14.1-14.19). They also recommended that where Horizon

has reversetl a transaction (because a terminal is timed out before

transaction is settled and completed), the [ecords should clearly show

that it was the system which carried out the r:eversal rather than the user.

There was no clispute thit this would not have caused a loss (paragraphs

1.5.1j15.7).

(8) Cash errors at the counter would be hard to detect, particularly

following the removal by POL of paying-in paper slips in 2008

(paragraphs 20.1-20.20).
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(9) It was possible for losses to occur in a branch as a result of power and

telecommunications failures, where it has not been possible for the

SPMR to follow the correct recovery procedures, particularly where the

power to a screen does not retum and so messages are not displayed to

the user (paragraphs 21.5-21.15).3 It was possible, but unclear, that

hardware equipment failures could have caused losses (paragraphs 23.1-

23.4).

(10) Some of the people appointed to an SPMR role " may haae been'unsuited"

to that role (paragraph 21.25). POL's selection processes failed to reject

candiclates who showed signs of inadequacy at interview and "proaecl

tlremselaes to be zuholly unsuitable" (paragraph 21,.26).

(11) In tlre " ipecific and limitetl cirumtstances" of aperson who was " unxtitnble,

inexperienced or inndeqtrately trained" who encountered problems

(particularly relating to the recovery process) Horizon was not " fit for

p urpose" (paragraph 21.27).

(12) POL is responsible for detecting and acknowledging system or

procedural flaws that have allowed errors to repeatedly occur and not

providing the irnprovements to reduce or remove those ertols

(paragr aphs 21.30- 21.g1).

(13) POL investigators were focussed on seeking evidence of false accounting

to aid asset recovery rather than itlentiSzing the root cause of losses. In

some cases, a charge of theft clicl not seern to have been supported by the

evidence and was dropped as part of a plea bargain. Some of those

We confess that we find this difficult to follow, As the recovery process cannot be

comrnenced. without a user being logged onto Horizon, and logging on would require
the screen to be working, it is not easy to ulderstand how Horizon could be

functioning in order to go through the recovery process whilst the screen does not
work for the user to see any messages. However, we accept that the recovery process
may well be complicated (as indeed Fujitsu has told us) and the SPMR faced with a

customer at the counter and power failures nray well make nristakes under pressure.
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decisions may have been contrary to the prosecutor's code (paragraphs

25.1-2s.24).

(14) In some circumstances Horizotl " cnn be systemically flwed from a user's

perspectizte n:nd Post Affice has not necessarily prouitled an approprinte leael af

suppo rt" (paragraph 26.8).

G) Pnrliamctrtnrv Debntas

We are aware of a number of Parliamentary discussions of the impact of the

Horizon system of SPMRs. We have seen and considered the records of the

following occasions:

84.

(1)

(2)

(3)

House of Commons debate of 9 July 2013;

Westminster Hall debate of 17 December 2014;

The hearing before and evidence given to the Business, Innovation and

Skills Select Committee on'The Post Office Mediation Scheme and the

Horizon IT System' on 3 February 2015;

House of Commons debate of 29 June 20L5; anct

Prime Minister's Questions on 1 July 20L5.

(4)

(s)

85 We do not propose to further summarise or discuss these publicly available

recolds. It is evident that there has been an on-going and high level of

Parliamentary interest in the issue.

(G) BBC Panornma Programme

OnlT August 2015 the BBC broadcast a Panoralna programme'Trouble at tLrc

Post Offce'. It featured a number of SPMRs (who have been the subject of

criminal convictions, including sorne who had pleaded guilfy to criminal
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charges), James Arbuthnot MP, Professor Charles Mclachlan (who had

appeared as an expert witness in defence of Seema Misra when she was

convicted by a jury of theft, having pleaded guilty to false accounting) and a

former Fujitsu ernployee named Richard Roll.

Mr Roll's participatiolr was the only genuinely new inJormation we have seen

in the broadcast, but it was of potential significance. He said that he and his

fellow Fujitsu employees saw a "Iot of errorst a lot of glitches" on the Horizon

system ancl that the y " rcent in the backdoor ancl macle cltanges. Sometimes qort wottld

be ptrtting in seaeral lincs of code in at a time. If wehsdn't done that then the caunters

would haue stoppcd working" .

We have been provided with various correspondence between POL and the

BBC in which POL cornplains about the reporting of the BBC. We do not

propo$e to address any of that material.

(H) Cast ta PQL

POL has informed us that as at the beginning of December 201.5, it has spent

some €10 million on this rnatter. It has incurred over €1.5 million on Second

Sight and some f,3.3 million on other professional fees, including legal advice.

The investigatio-ns by POL of each of the 150 Scherne cases cost €3.7 rnillion.

More than f500,000 has been spent in POL's contributions to Scherne applicants

receiving professional advice on their complaints
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V. Criminal Prosecutions

It is not surprising that it is the prosecution of SITMRs by I'OL which has been

the most emotive issue we have seen in the course of this Review. 43 of the

Scheme applicants' cases involved criminal convictions, 37 of them of the

SPMR clirectly. The vast majoriry of these were for the offence of false

accounting (conhary to section 17 of the Theft Act 1968). In at least some cases,

SPMRs were also the subject of a charge of theft (contrary to section 7 of the

Theft Act 1968). Both offences rectuire the prosecution to prove disl-ronesty, but

the offences are directed at different conduct and an SPMR may be guilty of

false accounting without being guilty of theft, in large part because the false

accountiug offence is comrnitted even where tl're SPMR falsely declares he has

rnore cash than he actually d.oes, even where this suggestecl gain is only

intended to be a temporary accounting gain in the hope that the money will

turn up (Ra Eden (1971) 55 Cr App R 193).

Those subject to criminal convictions, or those on their behalf, have raised

broad areas of concern:

(u) whether their convictions were consequent on flaws in the Horizon

systern and/or because of a failure properly to disclose such flaws during the

criminal proceedings, and for such reasons are not safe;

(b) whether POL acted appropriately in cases where it pursued charges both of

false accounting ancl of theft (or whether POL pursued theft charges in cases

where there was no proper basis in evidence to do so simply to encourage a

guilty plea to the false accounting charge); and

(c) whether it is appropriate for POL to conduct private investigations and

prosecutions (rather than leaving matters to the police and the CPS).
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(A) Snlttv of Cottuictiotrs nnd L)ischtsure af lnfonnntiut

We have not soughf to review the safety of any particular indivictual's

conviction, As indicated above, the CCRC is considering 23 cases (including 19

Scherne applicants). Consideration of these cases by the CCRC is the

appropriate course. POL is co-operating with the CCRC. That is the appropriate

course of action for POL to take.

93 It has been suggested to us that PoL should write to the CCRC accepting that

the prosecutions should llever have been brought and requesting that they be

referred to the Court of Appeal. We do not agree. This is not how we

understand the CCRC to operate; it will form its own view on the merits of the

cases, what happens to them (and each of them involves a conviction by a

criminal court) is not now within the gift of POL. POL cannot sinrply withdraw

a convictiorl whether foilo#ing a trial or a guilty plea. Moreover, based on

what we have seen, we do not consider there to be any substantive basis upon

which it would be appropriate for POL to act in this way.

94 It has also been suggested to us that POL seek to support applications for Royal

Pardons. We do not ag;ree that this would be appropriate either. Parclons are

ordinarily grantect (in exercise of prerogative powers) only where the Queen is

sati.sfied that that no criminal offence took place. Thus the standard for action

goes beyond that presently being considered by the CCI{C.

95 We emphasise that none of the Second Sight reports identify systemic flaws in

the Horizon system likely to have caused the losses incurrecl at the Scheme

branches. Rather, operator errors at the counter is the usual cause identified by

Second Sight (with the likelihood of those errors being exacerbated by a

problems in tlaining and support). We address Horizon in more detail in the
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next section, but POL is entitled to note at this point in time that there is no

eviclence that the Horizon system - i.e. the computer system - is responsible

for the losses which have resulted in convictiorts.

96 So far as it concerns disclosure, POL has undertaken a considerable exercise

reviewing its compliance with its disclosure obligations (past and present). In

2013 it instructed Cartwright King Solicitors to review all criminal prosecutions

POL commenced since'1 January 2010 with a particular focus on identifying

those cases in which disclosure should now be rnade of the Seconcl Sight

Interim Report andf or the Helen Rose Report (wHch we address in the next

part of this Review). Cartwright King is the firm which conducts criminal law

work on behalf of POL. The scope and scale of that review was the subject of

oversight and advice from Brian Altman QC, who delivered interim advice on

2 August 2013 and a general review on 15 October 2013. We have read those

opinions and it is clear to us that Mr Altman QC considered both the process

adopted by Cartwright King, and their actual decisions in a sample of cases, to

be reasonable and appropriate

97. We have also reviewed a small sample of the reviews conducted by CartWright

King in Schcmc cases Without being criminal law

experts, it also seemed to us that Cartwlight King were approaching their

review logically ancl in detail, being unafraid to require clisclosure be rnade

whcre thcy felt it appropriate, and to recognisc wherc it was irrclevant in the

light of the particular facts of the case.

98 We are accordingly content that POL has acted reasonably in its handling of

disclosure issues arising in relation to past criminal prosecutions.

We are also content that it would be inappropriate for POL to conduct a wider

review of the safety of any particular conviction when that work is being

independently carried out by tl're CCRC. POL should continue to co-operate
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with and support the CCRC process and address any rnatters which arise as a

result in due course.

(B) Suo{ficiency of Euittenct

100. As we understand it, the allegation is that POL has too readily brought a charge

of theft, which is said to be more serious than false accounting, with aim or

effect that the SPMR is pressurised into pleading guilty to false accounting in

the hope that the theft charge is dropped, and because a theft charge would

more readily enable POL to recover its losses. We understancl that there are

approximately 18 Scheme cases in which this, or sornething similar, occurred.

We have also read the full trial transcript in R r: Seems. Misra in which a jury

convicted the defendant of theft (following a guilty plea to the charge of false

accounting).

L01. \rVhether POL had suJficient evidence to bring a charge of theft alongside

charges of false accounting is an accusation raised by a number of Scheme

applicants, as well as by Lord Arbuthnot with us. It has also been a matter

raised by Second Sight in their Part Two Report.

102. We are aware tl'rat the suggestion has gained particular traction in Scheme case

I (a case in which there was guilty plea to false accounting, in return for

which the theft charge was not pursued). tn this case certain documents in the

prosecution file indicatecl that initial POL investigators could not find evidence

of theft (although there was clear evidence of false accounting), but theft was

nonetheless charged. We have seen those documents and have noted ihe

absence of clear documented rationale for charging theft,a

We do not assume, as we suspect sonle have done, that the absence of a documerrtecl
rationaie me.rns that no rationale existed or could have existed. Counsel clearly felt
properly able to settle tl-re theft charge. However, the lack of clear reasons for this
decisi<ln does inevitably give rise to cause for doubt.
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103 We note Brian Altman QC's advice of B March 2015 that it is not a helpful

question to ask whether theft and false accounting are offences of equal

seriousness, both being dishonesty offences wiih a maximurn sentence of seven

years' imprisonmen! because the seriousness is dependent on the nature of the

specific allegation rather than the charge per se,

104, We entirely accept that the decisiotr to plead guilty is a matter for the defendant

alone. Any concems they have about the legal advice they received at the time

is a matter only the defendant can pursue and is not the responsibility of POL.

Similarly, it is always open to the defendant to challenge the sufficiency of the

evidence disclosed to him or her and seek to have that charge dismissed.

105. POL's position is that its prosecutorial decisions are always taken ir-r accordance

with the Cocle for Crown Prosecutors, which requires that there be sufficient

evidence to provide a realistic prospect of conviction, and the ptosecution must

be in the public interest. POL has referred us to the Cartwright King disclosure

review exercise, noting that Cartwright King also exprcsscd vicws in their

advice as to whether POL should oppose any appeal brought, suggesting that

thcy must thercforc havc considcrcd thc cvidence involvcd. POL has also

explained to us that because of these points, and because any review would be

carried out with the benefit of hindsight, it would not be an appropriate course

of action to review now the prosecution files to reconsider the sufficiency of

evidence issue.

1,06. We do not agree. We have reached the view tl'rat this issue is one of real

importance to the reputation of POL, and is something which can feasibly and

reasonably be addressed nows. It is clear that it is not an exercise which has

We are aware from references in POL's Board minutes that before 2012, the
prosecutorial decisions relating to SPMRs were in fact being taken by the Royal Mail
part of the business. Howevel, as they were being done in the name of, and on behalf
of, POL we do not consider that a material issue.
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been carried out so far, and Cartwright King were not asked to consider the

sufficiency of the evidence when unclertaking their disclosure review. We do

not think it is safe to infer that any aclvice Cartwright King gave on POL's

position on any appeal must have involved a full evidential review. The

allegation that POL has effectively bullied SPMRs into pleading guilty to

offences by unjustifiably overloading the charge sheet is a stain on the character

of the business, Moreover, it is not impossible that an SPMR would have felt

pressurised into pleading guilty to false accounting believing it to be less

serious when they might not otherwise have done so; the phenomenon of false

confessions is well known. For the avoidance of doubt, rare do not consider that

this issue arises in cases where there has been a conviction following trial; the

concern is only where an SPMR has pleadecl guilty, and an aclclitional charge

has been dropped as a result.

rc7. Considering this point now will also address one of the areas of concern

expressly raised by Second Sight in their Part Two Report, namely that the full

legal files of cases were not provided to them. We express no criticism of POL

in this regard. Whatever else Second Sight were qualified to express a view ory

they were not well-placed to opine on the appropriateness of prosecution

decisions ol the impact of those decisions upon the safety of any subsequent

convictions. But this does not mean that no-one else should undertake the task,

108. However, we harbour some doubts about whether the bringing of a charge

without sufficient evidence to provide a realistic prospect of convictioncould

be said, under the criminal law, to cast doubt upon the safety of the conviction

of a defenciant who has pleadecl guilty. We recognise POL's position in this

respect. Accordingly, we recommend as a first step that advice be specifically

sought - perhaps from Brian Altman QC - as io whcthcr such circumstanccs

coulcl amount to eviderrce that the conviction on a guilty plea was unsafe.
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109. Foliowing that advice, it will be a matter for POL to consider whether it is

reasonable to instruct external lawyers - again, perhaps under the supervision

of Brian Altman QC .- to review the prosecution files of the relevant Scheme

cases to establish, on the basis of the facts and law at the relevant time, whether

there was sufficient evidence in accorrlance with the Code to bring the charges

which were brought. Assuming the Iegal advice is that the safety of the existing

conviction could be impacted by ar-r unjustified charge, we take the view that it

woulcl be reasonable for POL to take this step and. we so recomrnend.

(C) POL as Prosecutar

110. Criticism has been levelled at POL for conducting private prosecutions, in

reliance on its own investigations. It is said (a) that POL cloes not have the

benefit of the specialist cirninal expertisc of thc police; and ft) that prosecution

decisions lack the independent view that is applied by the CPS. However, POL

is as entitlecl to bring private prosecutions as any other legal person (although

few major comrnercial entities do so for internal mattels) ancl their

investigations and prosecution decisions are designed to be carried out to the

eqtivalent police and CPS standards. Ensuring the police investigate

complicated financial records and transaction logs may also not always be easy

to ensure.

111. We do not address this issue in detail because nothing can now be done about

the historical exercise of the prosecution function. Any alteration would be for

future cases only. We have seen the detailed legal advice provicled by Brian

Altman QQ dated 31 October 2013, on this topic ancl asked POL for a formal

letter explaining how it was responding to the recommendations made by Mr

Altman QC. POL provided us that letter on 18 December 2015, along with a

detailed Prosecution Policy for England and Wales which is to be submitted to

the Board for approvalon22 January 2016.
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1.12. In the light of the detailed advice already received by POL, we do not propose

to make any recorunendations on these matters. We note that the proposed

new policy does not propose ceasing to do so in England and Wales. That is a

matter for the business hnd reputational judgment of POL.

(D) Recontmendntibns

113. We recommend as follows.

(1) Legal advice be sought from counsel as to whether the decision to charge

an SPMR with theft and false accounting could undermine the safety of

any conviction for false accounting where (a) the convictlon was on the

basis of a guilty plea, following which and/or in return for which the theft

charge was dropped, and (b) there had not been a sulficient evidential

basis to bring the theft charge.

@ If such a conviction could be undermined in those circumstances, that

counsel review the prosecution file in such cases to establish whether,

applying the facts and law applicable at the relevant time, there was a

sufficient evidential basis to conclude that a conviction for theft was a

realistic prospect such that the charge was pr'operly brought.
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VI. The Horizon System

1'14. As elsewhere in this I{eview, when we refer to the Horizon system, we mean

thc cornputcr programmc and software developecl ancl supplierJ to POL by

Fujitsu, and which POL requires to be used across all of its branches. This is

this how an orclinary person would interpret a reference to the Horizon system.

lt also reflects the roots of the concerns of the SPMRs, although the reach of

those concerns has expanded over tirne. In essence, the allegation since 2009

has been that Horizon is a flawed system which causes, through software errors

and possible third party action, branch balances to be altered to the

disadvantage of the SPMR. SPMRs are, it is said, being held responsible for

losses which are incorrectly generatecl by Horizon such that they do not reflect

real losses to POL. POL has always denied that there is any evidence that

HorizorL as opposed to user error on the part of SPMRs and their staff, has

caused the sholtfalls for which the SPMRs are accountable.

115. We have been providect a great deal of documentation by POL and Fujitsu

relating to the functioning of the Horizon system. We have reviewed all of that

documentation, notwithstancling that it is highly technical. However, we are

rrot inforrnation technology or computer coding experts and we have not

sought to investigate, review or test the functioning or schematics of the

Horizon system ourselves. Instead, we have consiclerecl the broad areas in

issue, what has occuned and whether anything might now be done.

116. We consider that there are ihree broad areas of concern and we address them

in turn:

(a)

(b)

Horizon system bugs;

The thematic issues identified by Second Sighf and
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(.) Wheiher branch balances can be affected by third party alterations

withoutSPMR knowledge

A) Buss itt tltc Horizon Srrsleul

117. It seems to us entirely unremarkable that the Horizon system, which is

enormous in terms of the range of matters it deals with and the number of users

it has, will occasionally discover bugs, errors or glitches in the way that it

works. (For ease we will refer io these as bugs.) Some of those bugs may itnpact

on the financial position of a branch, either positively or negatively. We do not

trnclerstand POL or Fujitsu to suggest anything otherwise. The important point

is the ease with which such bugs are noticed ancl correctecl, with remedial

action to any financial position taken where necessary.

118. We are aware of a number of bugs which have been detected by Fujitsu through

their own work or the reporting of problems to thern by SPMRs via POL. These

instances appeal to be as follows.

(r) The Calendar Square, Falkirk problem discovered in 2005 (fixed in

2006), We have seen this described in some detail in the e.vidence and

cross-examination of Mr jenkins of Fujitsu in the criminal hial of R u

Seema Misra.It involved a failure by Horizon to recognise transfers

between different stock units and was visible as a receipts and

payments mismatch. Due to the antiquity of the issug Fujitsu could not

confirm to us whether any other branches had been affected by this

problem.

T'he receipts and payments mismatch problem, discovered in 2010 (see

the Interim Report, paragiaph 6.5). This impacted 62 branches.

(2)
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(3) The local suspense account problem, which occurred in 20L1 and 2012

(and fixed in 2013) (see the Interim Report, paragraphs 6.6-6.9). This

impacted 14 branches. Fujitsu explained to us that it reoccurred

because a particular balance reappeared each year in the annual

accounts between 2011.-2013 until it was drawn to their attention and

fixed.

(4) The Second Sight Interim Report refers ai paragraph 6.10 to another:

bug which was disclosed in witness evidence in court proceeclings. It

is not clear to us whether that was the Calendar Square incident, or the

unusual non-polling event for 1"2 days at Winford Post Office referrecl

to by Mr Jenkins in his statement in R o Grant AIIen, lo which we have

seen refererrce.

(5) We have also seen a reference in articles in Computer Weekly in

November 20L5 to a further bug which lead to a branch being recorded

as having remmed out cash to an outreach branch four times instead of

once. Having raised this, we have been provided with Fujitsu's analysis

of this bug to POL clated 10 December 2015 which explains that the

problern arises wherc a ccrtain succcssion of actions concerning cash

pouches are entered, irnd then the system is left to time out, rather than

being logged out on completion. Fujitsu describe the issue as having

occdrred 112 tirnes since 2010 but that 108 of those rvere correctecl at

the time either by a transaction reversal by the SPMR spotting the

duplication, or by a Transaction Correction issued by POL, Four

occasions appear not have been correctecl at the time. None of the

uncorrectecl instanccs relatc to Scheme cases.6

Following the completion of the draft of this Review, Fujitsu infonned us of a further
bug whichi between 29 june 2015 and 13 Septenrber 2015, caused all Transactiorr
Couections to be accepted (even if the SPMI{ pressed'cancel'). Again, this could have
affected any branch, although Fujitsu has told us that the problem was only raised by
seven hranches.

6
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119. Fujitsu confirrned to us that all of these bugs were generic ones; i.e. they could

have affected any branch, The reasons they affected only certain branches were

accidents of processing, as the particular chain of actions and steps required for

the bug to apply happened to occur only on those occasions in those branches.

(Or, in the November 20L5 bug, because the situation could only arise where

there were outreach branches.) We accept, on this basis, that the general point

POL makes that the Horizon system works effectively and accurately for the

overwhelming majoriiy of the time for the overwhelming majority of its users

is accurate.

120 We have seen nothing to suggest that these specific bugs identified have been

the cause of wider loss to SPMRs in the Scheme cases or otherwise. We see no

basis upon which to recornmend any further action in relation to those

identified bugs now.

(B) Tlwustic [ssues

121. Second Sight's Part Two Rcport acldrcsscs a numbcr of arcas of complaint

raisecl in Scherne cases which they clescribe as'thernatic issues'. We agree with

the analysis of POL and Fujitsu that few, if any, of those issues can sensibly be

said to relate to any error in the opcration of the Horizon system. Second Sight

recognise, largely implicitly, that the themes they see are regular forms of errors

at the counter on the part of SPMRs ancl their staff. It is notable that nowhere

in their Part Two Report do Second Sight revise or disavow their conclusion in

the Interim Report that they have found no evidence of systemic problems with

the Horizon software.

122. We have reviewed a considerable amount of documentation concerning those

thematic issues, including: the Second Sight Reports; POL's responses to those
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reports/ including in draff Spot Review paperwork; witness evidence provided

by Fujitsu in the course of criminal and civil hials which explain some apparent

concerns; and the detailed investigation work clone in POIRs and CRRs for a

sample of the Scheme cases. While we recognise that not every issue raisecl by

SPMRs has been the subject of a categorical answer or explanation (still less an

accepted one), we consider that is inevitable in circumstances where the events

in question happened some time ago and an understancling of how the problem

arose is dependent upon an accurate explanation on the part of the SPMR.

1,23. In those circumstances, and alongside the very detailed investigations carried

out into the specific facts of the 150 Scheme cases (discussed in more detail in

Part VIII below), we do not consider it reasonable to recommend any further

investigative work into the thematic issues specifically identifiecl by Second

Sight.

1.24. Howevet, one aspect of the investigations carried out by POL into the Scheme

cases does give rise to a potential area of further work. The investigations work
' was carried out by POL field support agents and some security personnel (who

investigate potcntial criminal cases). Those individuals are experienced in the

working of Horizon and in rcading transaction logs, but they arc not

computing experts.

125. As discussed in (A) above, the Horizon system does occasionally suffer from

bugs which have caused losses in some branches. Those bugs have been generic

in the sense that they have the potential to affect any branch, clepencling on

how it is structured. It is often the case that those bugs are identified when an

SPMR draws the attention of POL and Fujitsu to an odd si.tuation which she

cannot explain and which appears to have caused a cliscrepancy. We were told

by POL that when carrying out their investigations into Scheme cases,

investigatols were looking out for unusual or unexplained patterns of

transactions which might have required further technical examination by
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Fujitsu to confirm whether there was a widerbug. POL told us that no instance

arose and Fujitsu were not askecl to look at the records in any case. Fujitsu

conJirmed to us thait they did not carry out any analysis of Scheme case records.

126. We consider that there is the possibility that an alternative approach to the

transaction analysis would have provided greater certainty that there was no

bug which had affected some of the Scheme branches. We take this view

because POL's approach was rlecessarily'bottgm up', in the sense that it started

from and focussed on the specific circumstances of the branch, looking at the

transaction logs where necessary to review a particular complaint, be it general

or specific (such as an allegation that Horizon had generated reversals, or

Transaction Corrections came too late and were incorrect). A different, but

complementary, approach would have been to also have a'top down' analysis

of the transaction logs of the Scherne branches undertaken by Fujitsir or an

independent qualified party to search for patterns of unusual behaviour in

ir,rcliviclual branches, and across branches, on a purely data-driven analytical

basis which might suggest a wider problem, which could then be cross-

referenced with the branch fact-specific work carried out by POL (which may

have explainec{ some of those instances).

727. In our meeting with Deloitte, it was confirrnecl that this type of exercise was

something they would have expectec{ coulcl be carriecl out across the relevant

dataset (inclucling non-scheme branches as a control) to look for oddities or

reconciliation errors. We are mindful that external organisations are rnore

likely to suggest possible sources of work they could carry out, but the

suggestion aligns with our own view of work which is at least potentially useful

to rule out more comprehensively the possibility of a system bug affecting some

Scheme cases.

128. We recognise that this has the potential to be a costly exercise. Deloitte

sr,rggestecl to us that it would be likely to take two people approximately four
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weeks to set the parameters of the work (which would include ensuring that

they fully understood how transactions were recorcled), and a further

unspecified period to carry out the analysis. Fujitsu would obviously be in a

position to carry out such a task more rapidly.

129. In the light of this, we do not consider it appropriate to lecornmend that POL

take this step, bttt rather we suggest that it consider ctoing so. This is likely to

involve costing the wotk and then balancing that cost against the possible

benefits in the light of existing, substantial, spend on this matter and the other

recommendations we make.

rc) TItird htrtv Aetiort

130. SPMRs have alleged that certain transactions appear in their transactions

records whicl'r they did not perform. There is, as a result, an allegation - usually

generic rather than specific - that branch records can be remotely altered by

POL and/or Fujitsu to the detriment of the SPMR.

131. We have seen through the Scheme investigations that in the vast majority of

cases specific transactiotrs of concern have been readily explicable by common-

sense explanations; such as sharing of user identifications, or SPMRs being on

leave, or mistakes as to the timings. Other types of amenclment of branch

records - Transaction Acknowledgements relating to third partv information,

ancl 'Iransaction Corrections issued by POL - require the acceptance of tl're

SPMR before they are acloptecl into the accounts on Horizon. (In sorne of the

Scheme cases, the shortfalls inclucleci unacceptecl Transaction Corrections.)

132. A slightly different category is that discussed in the report drafted by Helen

Rose on 12 June 20"13 in respect of the Lepton branch, which formed part of

Second Sight's Spot l{eview L consideration. That discusses a Horizon record
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that a transaction was reversed, and the assertion of the SPMR that he had not

carried out the reversal. Ms Rose discusses the fact that it only became clear

through detailed discussions with Fujitsu (in the person of Gareth Jenkins) that

the transaction was automatically reversed because of a system failure before

completion, but that this was only clear at level of raw data not apparent in the

transaction logs available to the SPMIT and POL. Ms Rose raised the fact that

the data available may appear misleading. In our view, the Rose report is

evidently important and her suggestion for a change in data recording is

eminently sensible. It is not, however, a true example of the system altering

branch records, as it is really Horizon not completing a transaction due to a

system failure of some kind, While this may have caused confusion on solne

occasions due to the lack of clarity in identifying that it was an automatic

reversal, we do not consider that it gives rise to any wider issue which needs

further consideration.T Ms Rose's report was available to Second Sight who

agreecl with her that the clarity of the transaction Iogs should be improved,

133. We are awa-re that the consistent position of POL and Fujitsu has been to the

effect that transaction records, and therefore branch balances, cannot be

remotely alterecl without SPMR knowlecige. For example, in Fujitsu's response

to a draft of the Part Two Report, datecl 15 September 20L4, paragraph LL,2

states "To be clear, any system generated trnnsaction requires n branch user to

acknowledge nnd accapt tl'ris trttnsaction nnd it. is this operatiue's id thnt is recorded ns

the primary id". As an example of POL;s expression of the position, we take its

Response to the Westminster Hall Debate of 17 December 2AL4, dated ]anuary

2015, responcling to the concerns raisecl by MPs cluring that clebate. At

paragraph 47,POL states that "There is no functionality in Horizanfor either a

hranclt, Post Affce or Fujitsu (suppliers of the Horizon system) to e/it, mnnipulate or

rcmoae transaction data once it has been. recorded in a branch's accounts." At

We note that Fujitsu's response to a draft of the Part Two Report stresses that a receipt
is printed when an autonralic reversal occurs to inform the SPM& and that the SPMR
in Spot Review'l had indeed lrad strch a receipt (paragraph 12.2 of the resporrse).

46
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paragraph 48, POL discusses Trdnsaction Acknowledgements and Transaction

Con'ections, reiterating that both be must be accepted by the SPMR.

134, The issue of the ability to remotely alter branch balances derives from the case

considerect in Spot Review 5, where an SPMR alleged that he had visitecl the

Fujitsu Bracknell site in 2008, had been shown around by a member of POL

staff, and had been shown the ability of the team to alter the recorded holdings

of a branch. In their Part Two Report, Second Sight refer to their having

requested email records for all of the POL staff working at Bracknell in 2008

but only having been provided with those for August 2008 (when the visit took

place). Second Sight state these emails would be" the most conryellirtg euidence on

tlds poittt" (paragraph 2.10), Seconci Sight confirmed to us that it is only those

wider tranche of ernails to which they refer in paragraph 2.13 when they state

that it is " regrettnble that 
.zue 

hnae not been prouided u:ith tlrc ft Lrther eaidence we lnae

requested in order to reach a property researched, conclusion". They nonetheless

concluded at paragraph 2.1"2 that their " clffretft, euidence based opiniott, is tlwt

Fujitsu / Fost Ofice did hnue, and may still haue, the ability to directly nlter branch

records utifkottt the knowledge of the releuant Subpostmaster" .

135. Wc l'nve sccn a draft witness statement from who is the POL

employee who carried out the tour in question. He explains, as POL has always

stressecl ancl Fujitsu l-rave confirmecl, that POL ernployees at that tirne only har{

access to a test environment whicl"r was not connected to the Horizon neLwork.

He believes that the SPMR must have misunclerstood what he was seeing,

because the test screens would have looked like the Horizon system but were

not live or connected to actual branches. Fujitsu have stressed to us that the live

network is accessible only to Fujitsu employees in a secure area on a different

floor of the Bracknell building.

136. This secure area is, we assume, what was being referred to by Mr Roll when he

spoke to the BBC Panorama prograrrune, in which it is said by the reporter that

Mr Roll told him that " financial records were sometintes changecl remately without
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the postmaster knozuing" and which Mr Roll describes as going " in through tlrc

bnclc door". Mr Roll, as we understand it, was a Fujitsu employee in the level of

line support which would have had access to the secure area. The specific

comments in the Panorama prograrrune are, however, ambiguous and unclear

as to precisely what is being suggested was done. lt is difficult to deal with or

respond to those comments as a result.

137. Second Sighf s Part Two Report also obtained and quoted from documents

between Fujitsu and POL in 2008 and 2010, which suggested that Fujitsu had

the capability to amend or correct live branch data. We have read the

documents quoted in the Part Two Report at paragraphs 14,8-14.15 and it is

undeniable that those documents clearly suggest that Fujitsu does have the

ability to " manunlly rurite an entry aalue to tlrc locnlbranch nciount" .POL are notecl

by Second Sight to say that the references in those documents to amendments

and corrections are inaccurate, because the system only allows additions to the

records which can be seen by the SPMR.

138. Unlike Second Sight, we have also read two documents produced for POL by

Deloitte in May ancl June 2014, entitlecl 'Horizon: Desktop Review of Assurance

Sources and Key Control Featutes' ancl an accompanying'Board Briefing'. As

we understand it, POL instructed Deloitte to carry out some review work as to

how Horizon functions, the controls in place and the extent to which it was

achieving the objeclives of the system. Deloitte's work was a ciesktop review of

the operating documentation, inclucling cliscussions with Fujitsu and POL. It

dicl not involve access to ihe system itself or testing processes.

139. Deloitte's Board Briefing highlights two aspects of Horizon which are relevant

to tl-ris part of the Review and which we found to be more clearly set out than

in any other document we have seen on this subject.

140. Deloitte note, following a review of the technical documentatioru the ISAE3402

an,l verbal discussions with POL and Fujitsu, that database access privileges
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which " would enable a person to delete a digitally signed bnsket" do exisg but are

" restrictetl to authoised administrators at Fujitsu". Those privileges " utorrld ennble

n persln to create or atnend n basket and re-sign it uith a 'fnke' key, d.etectable if
appropriately checked" . Deloitte had not identified specific controls to prevent a

pei'son with the appropriate authorisation carrying out this exercise in an

unautholised manner. The Briefing goes on to state that administrators hari the

ability lo " delete dnta from ttrc Audit Store during tlrc seuen year period, which was n

mntter.,.contrary to POL's unrlerstnnrlirtg...This cottld ullow suitably authoiserl stnff

in Fujitsu to delete a senled set. of baskets antt replnce them with properly sented bnskets,

altlzough they zuouldhnue ta fake the digital signatures" . \i/hen we spoke to Deloitte,

they described this functionality as resulting, in essence, from the level of

security contained in Horizon being a level down from the maximum.

1.4'1.. We have seell a response from Fujitsu concerning this aspect of Deloitte's

investigatiory which is based upon a summary of it provided by POL rather

than the originai Board Briefing itself. Fujitsu appear to accept that Deloitte's

interpretation is technically correct, but emphasise the wide range of sectrrity

rneasures in the software, hardware and environment which reduce the risk of

interference. Fujitsu also, properly, stress that there is no evidence that any such

action has occurrecl ancl that likelihoocl of all the security rneasures being

overcome is so srnall that i.t does not represent a credible line of ftrrther enquiry.

142. The fact that such activity is possible does not, of course, indicate that it has

actually occurred. We find it difficult to see why it woulcl have done so. Second

Sight suggestecl to us orally that Fujitsu ernployees could, in theory, run a fi'aucl

in collusion with an SPMR whereby transactions were added to the branch

records generating cash payments out. Even if it may be theoretically possible,

there is no evidence for this and it is inherently irnprobable. An alternative rnay

be closer to Mr Roll's account, which would be that Fujitsu woulcl use the
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functionality to correct system bugs without drawing them to the attention of

POL or SPMRs in order to avoid any form of contractual penalty.s

143. The second issue expressly noted by Deloitte, but r"rot clearly seen elsewhere in

the documentatiou we have reviewed, is the existence of a third mechanism by

which elrors can be corrected: a Balancing Transaction. This is " fin emelgency

process, accessible only to restricted indiaiduals in Fujitstr, which csn *eate

transactions rlirectlV irt Branch ledgers. This process creates an identifable transaction

in tlrc ledger, aerbally asserted by POL staff to be aisible to Sttb-postntasters in their

brnnch reporting tool, but does not retluire positiae acceptance or npproual hy the Sub-

postmaster." Deloitte explain that they were told that this tool had only been

used once since 2008 - in 20L0 - and generated a full auclit traii.

1,44. Although it is not entirely clear, it is likely that the admitted 2010 instance is

the same, or linked to, the 2010 documents referred to by Second Sight in their'

Part Two Report. However, Deloitte have carriecl out no work to assure

themselves that it has only be usecl on the one occasion, or as to the position

before 2008. It is not clear to us why 2008 was the cut-off period for information,

as this pre-dates the introduction of Horizon Online.

In our discussion r,r'ith Second Sight, we were told that Mr Roil had said (in a recorded
interview with them) that he and his colieagues could, and did, make alterations which
affected the account balances in branches. Moreover, he is reported as gaying that on
one night he and his colleagues had had to secretly correct 500,000 glitchcs in onc night
which could affect branch balances. Second Sight said that Mr Roll had told thern that
uncter the contract Fujitsu would be fined by POL €10 for evely glitch which was
reported to them. We asked Fujitsu for their response to this allegation, which Fuiitsu
did not recognise and could not explain. Fujitsu suggested that it would probably not
be possible to correct 500,000 software glitches in one night and certainly was not true.
They coulcl mrt suggest a plausible alternative scenario which the allegation might
have been cbnfused with. Mr Roll's allegation is, of course, second-hand via Second
Sight and without any sort of detail or accompanying evidence. It does not appear in
the Pait Two Report. It does not seem to us to be a solid basip upon which we coulc{
criticise either POL or Fujitstt. We also note that the existence of a recording calne as

something of a surprise to us, as we had not seen atly reference to Second Sight
possessing such evidence before. We do not know the status of that recording or the
extent to which POL is entitled to have access to it as rnaterial gathered uncler Second
Siglrt's terrns of errgagenrerrl..
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1,45. It seerns to us that the Deloitte documents in particular pose real issues for POL.

Firsf, both the existence of the Balancing Transaction capability and the wicter

ability of Fujitsu to 'fake' digital signatures are contrary to the public

assurances provided by Fujitsu and POL about the functionality of the Horizon

system. Fujitsu's comment we quote above seems to us to be simply incorrect,

and POL's Westminster Hall Response is incomplete. To the extent that POL

has sought to contend that branch data cannot be remotely 'amended' because

a Balancing Transaction does not amend existing transactions but adds a new

one, we do not consider this is a full picture of Horizcnrs functionality, The

reality is that a Balancing Transaction is a remotely introduced addition to

branch records, added without the leed for acceptance by the SPMR, which

affects the branth's balance; that is iti express purpose.e POL has always known

about the Balancing Transaction capability, although the Deloitte reports

suggest the digital signature issue is something contrary to POL's

understanding.

146. We recognise that the existence of the two matters highlighted by Deloitte are

most likely to be wilci goose chases, It is improbable that they have been used

beyoncl the identifiect instance. However, in the light of the consistent

impression given that they clo not exist at all, we consider that it is now

incumbent on POL to commission work to confirm the position insofal as

possible. Accordingly we make a recommenclation to that effect.

1,47. Second, the Deloitte reports, or at least the information contained within them,

may be clisclosable under POL's on-going duties as a criminal prosecutor. We

suspect that it is likely that such functionality would have been something an

SPMR's defence team would have considered relevant to their case, even if the

We note that POL did refer to the existence of the Balancing Transaction in its Reply
to the Part Two Report of April 2015 at paragraph 14.5 (but had not done so in its
earlier Reply of 22 September 2A14 to the draft Part Two Report). However, it equates
a Balancing Transaction with a Transaction Acknowlcdgment, without reflecting the
fact that a Balancing Transaction does not require acceptance in the same way.
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likelihoocl of remote Fujitsu interference is very limited. We do not know

whether this information has been provided to the CCRC. But given thai pOL

used a Balancing Transaction in 20L0, it cannot say that the functionality was

not known to it, and we have seen no reference to such capabilities in the

witness evidence given by Gareth Jenkins of Fujitsu. These are matters on

which specialist legal advice from external counsel, perhaps Brian Altrnan ec,
should be sought and we so recommend,

148' However, we also wish to make clear that we do not consider any further steps

need be taken in respect of the Bracknell test area issue raised by Second Sight.

We consider that POL's explanation of the misunderstar-rding is convincing and

that a review of all emails from 2008, even if possible, would be an

unreasonable use of resources.lO We are confirmecl in that view by the fact that

in our meeting with them Second Sight accepted that the Bracknell emails were

. 
a 'red herring' and that they no longer thought it was an issue which required

pursuing either, As we unclerstand if Seconcl Sight took that vielv because they

thought the focus of investigation should be around the allegations of Mr Roll,

which implicitly recognise that it was Fujitsu employees with the ability to

affect branch recotds rather than POL staff. We agree, but base our view on the

work of Deloitte rather than the ambiguously reported suggestions of Mr Roll,

which neither we nor POL have ever seen the cletail of.

(D) Rccommendntions

149. We recommend as.follows

(3) POL consider inskucting a. suitably qualified party to carry out an

analysis of the relevant transaction logs for branches within the

Fujitsu have informed us that they do not have a data retention policy for emails, and
that when emails are deleted they are not retrievable. In any event, we do not consider
it necessary to pursue emails from 2008, be they of PoL or Fujitsu employees.
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(4)

(s)

(6)

Scheme to confirm, insofar as possible, whether any bugs in the

Horizon system are revealed by the dataset which caused

discrepancies in the accounting position of any of those branches.

POL instruct a suitably qualified party to carry out a full review of

the use of Balancing Transactions throughout the lifetiqe of the

Horizon system, insofar as possible, to independently confirm from

Horizon system records the number and circumstances of their use.

POL instruct a suitably qualified party to carry out a full review of

the conhols over and use of the capability of authorised Fuiitsu

personnel to create, amend or delete baskets within the sealed audit

store throughout the lifetime of the Horizon system, insofar as

possible.

POL seek specialist legal advice from external counsel as to whether

the Deloitte reports, or the information within them concerning

Balancing Transactions and Fujitsu's ability to delete and amend

data in the audit store, should be disclosed to defendants of criminal

prosecutions brought by POL. This advice should also address

whether disclosure should be made, if it has not been, to the CCRC.
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VII. The Support Provided to SPMRs

150. A consistent theme of the complaints made by SPMRs is that the training they

were provided was insufficient, particularly in relation to the accounting side

of their role, and that the support provided to SPMRs in office through the

NBSC was unl"relpful or misleading. We have seen allegations that NBSC call-

handlers advised SPMRs that discrepancies would 'sort themselves out' and

we are aware thatSPMRs have allegecl that NBSC advised them to subrnit false

accounts,

151. These issues have been addressed as comprehensively as possible by bottr POL

and Seconcl Sight through their investigations of all the Scheme cases, Although

training records were not always available, NBSC call logs were available back

to around the year 2000.

752. We consider it inevitable that the ability of any investigation to definitively deal

with each individual allegation would be hampered by a number of factors:

(1) Even where training records exist, if an applicant alleges that they

received less training than they should have done it will be very difficult

now to establish the correct position. Individual trainers, even if still

employed, are highly unlikely to remember training sessions many years

ago'

(2) The NBSC call logs do not tend to provide the details of the call-handler's

answer to any issue. They are often helpful in identifying the issue for

which assistance is sought, but the answer recorded is very often simply

that the SPMR was given an answer from the Knowledge Base, but not

which part of the Base or precisely what was said. Calls were not

routinely lecorded.
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(3) The call logs are filled in by the call-handlers. It is highly unlikely thar

even if a call-handler had suggested that an SPMR falsely account, the

advice would have been loggecl.

(4) As with the training, even if inctiviclual call-handlers were still employed

it is highly unlikely that they would be able to remember the details of

any individual call.

(5) SPMRs have generaliy been unable to recall with any specificity the

dates or precise content of ad-vice they received from the NBSC or HSD,

This is similarly unsurprising.

(6) A number of instances were alleged by SPMRs whereby their

discrepancy doubled (or worse) when they followed the advice of the

NBSC, The advice p;iven by NBSC - who had no access to the branch

systems - was dependent upon the caller correctly identifying the

problem to the call-handler. If the problem was misunclerstood; then the

corrective action prciposed might in fact exacerbate the problern.

Working out now whcthcr thc SPMR identificd the corrcct problem, or

the NBSC gave the incorrect ae{vice is not likely to be possible.

153, In those circumstances/ we consider that the work already done by POL and

Second Sight on the individual cases is generally likely to have addressed these

issues in relation to applicant SPMRs insofar as it is now possible. We address

the detail of that rvork on Scirerne cases in more detail in Part VIII below.

154. During the course of our interviews with POL staff, one matter arose which we

consider could be now be a strancl of reasonable further investigation. Calls to

the NBSC were recorded against the identity of the call-hancller, and we were

told that call-handlers were and are the subject of performance monitoring as
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we would expect. That performance monitoring would presumably include

references to any complaints about an individual call-handle/s advice. It is

there{ore possible that POL could cross-reference specific complaints that the

NBSC provided misleading advice (particularly advice to falsely account)

against the personnel files of possible call-handlers to establish whether

anything in the performance monitoring or complaints might indicate that it

was more likely that a particular call-handler had provided misleading advice.

We accept that it may well be the case that no further information would come

to light. We accept that SPMR complaints have usually not been specific about

dates or call-handlers, but we consider that a narrow focus on clear complaints

(rather than general allegations that the NBSC was not helpful) would be

manageable. We also uncterstand that POL may not still have access to the

relevant personnel files, because they have been clestroyecl or because they are

in the custody of Royal Mail Group. It may be the case that no further

information is discovered as a result of a combination of these factors, but we

nonetheless consider that it would be reasonable for POL to conduct this

relatively self-contained exercise to establish whether any further relevant

information could be uncovered.

155. Accordingly, we recommcnd as follows

(71 POL cross-reference specific complaints about misleading advice from
' NBSC call-handlers with the possible employees who provided that

advice and consider their personnel files, where available, for

evidence as to the likelihood that the complaint may be well-founded,

156. We note that Second Sight concluded in their Part Two Report that the training

provided by POL was " probnbly adequate", at least for SPMRs with reasonable

levels of IT skills, numeracy and accuracy (paragraph 11.1,). When read with

the criticisms of the unqualified nature of some of the SPMRs appointed at

paragraph 2'1,.25,we understand this to effectively mean that the haining was
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adequate for SPMRs who were properly qualified and appointed to be

appointed to run a branch. We also note that Second Sight reiterate this finding

at paragraph 12.5 when they say that the errors at the counter made by SPMRs

are more likely to be the result of inadequate snpport than inadequate training.

Hower/er, Second Sight are.unable to reach any evidenced view as to the

allegations about the NBSC and HSD in the light of the limited evidence now

available (paragraph 12.8).

157. However, we also recognise that Second Sight do suggest that POL's training

Programme required more product-specific training (paragraph 11.1), greater

accounting and balancing training (paragraph LL.2) and thht there was an

insufficient degree of quality control to deliver effective training (paragraph

'.'...7).

158. We understand that POL accept that irnprovements to both its training and

support can ancl should be made. We endorse that view. We are aware of the

Business Support Programme established in 2013, which has macle various

refinements to the training programme for SPMRs, to providing express

balancing support advice frorn the Branch Support Team ancl increasing the

tools availablc to thc NBSC in assistiug callcrs, including access to branch

transaction data and the recording of all calls (with a retention period yet to be

determineci), All of these changes are extremely positive ones.

159, We have also seeri the 'Lessons Learnt Log produced by Angela Van Den

Bogerd (POL Director of Support Services), dated 11 November 201,5, which

sets some 30 pages of proposed changes to POL processes to acldress issues

arising from the Scheme investigations and the views of Second Sight. We do

not go through that document here but, again, we consider this to have been

an extremely constructive and sensible exercise.
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160. With the exception of the one recornmendation we have made, we considetthat

the haining and support provided to SPMRs cannot now reasonably be the

subject of further work by POL which looks at past cases. It is the area in which
'the greatest amount of work can bti done to improve the sifuation in future, and

it is cleirr to us that POL has accepted the need to do that work across all areas

of the business and in detail.
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VIII. Scheme Investigations

1.61. Those SPMRs who complained to POL via the Scheme about losses for which

they had been. held accountable have had their cases and complaints

investigated by both POL ancl second Sight. We recognise that there may be

other SPMRs who feel that POL has not treated them fairly in some respect, but

as any SPMR who wished to do so was entitled to apply to the Scheme with

considerable attendant publicity, we consider that POL is entitlecl to treat only

those applicants to the Scheme as raising sedous or material complaints about

Horizon and POL's treatrnent of them.

L62. An applicant to the Scheme would submit a case questionnaire review setting

out their grievance ancl what they wished to achieve from any rned.iation, along

with any supporting eviclence that they had available. In some cases, this was

considerable. In IrI€Inlr it was minimal or limited. Many applicants took

advantage of the contribution POL made towards the cost of a professional

advisor.

1,63. POL would then inyestigate the details of that complaint and gather as much

documentary evidence as they were able to find, reaching whaf conclusions

they were able to on each aspect of the complaint. Depencling on the age of the

events in questiory POL was normally able to retrieve from Fujitsu the

transaction logs for the branch, any NBSC call logs and logs of calls to the HSD

or to Fujitsu. ln some cases, POL was able to find training records and other

correspondence, POL also sought the audit records for the branch which

uncovered the shortfall, and the correspondence between POL and the SPMR

'during the investigation and termination processes. POL produced a POIR

which adclressed the specifics of the grievance by reference to the evidence

collected.
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164. The POIRs were produced by two teams of POL investigators, made up of field

support advisors, who carry out the branch kaining and audit work, and some

security persorurel (who would usually carry out internal cdminal

investigations), We were told that all investigators were experienced on

Horizon and many were former SPMRs. They were not computer system

experts, ancl we were told Fujitsu clid not conduct their own analytical review

of the relevant transaction logs.

165. This material was then passed to Second Sight, who reviewed it, might speak

to the SPMR, and produced their own CRR expressing a view as to whether

mediation was suitable, along with findings in relation to the complaints made

by the SPMR. This work took some 18 months to complete, following the

closure of the Scheme in November 2013.

156 In order to better understand the nature of the complaints made, and the work

done in the POIRs and CRRs, we reviewed a sample of th"e clocumentation for

the Scheme cases. There were 150 applicants to the Scheme. For the purposes

of our ieview, we excluded from our sample any of the 37 cases in which the

applicant had been convicted. This was on the basis that no investigation or

rnccliation coultl overturn a criminal conviction. (Wc adcl that in thc thrce

criminal Scheme cases we reviewed for the purposes of Part V of this Review,

two of the CQRs - i..ururf anal - sought outcomes which includecl

POL publicly apologising for its prosecution and assisting the SPMR in

overtuming their conviction. In .or" f the SPMR sought an express

agreement from POL that she had not stolen any money.) This left some 113

non-criminal case. We considered a l-0% sarnple was appropriate: 11 cases.

1,67. We reviewed the so-cailed thematic issues identified by Second Sight in their

Part Two Repott and sought, by virtue of a helpful spreadsheet of all Scheme

cases produced by Pf)L, to sample our cases for review randomly but to ensure

coverage of the full range of issues raised by Scheme applicants. We
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accordingly selected the following cases for review

Our reading focussed on the

CQRs, POIRs and CRRs, bui also involved some sampling of the substantive

eviclence collected.

L58. We were impressed at the work carried out by POL. ln many cases significant

amounts of evidence were able to be collated. Having reviewed the CQRs, it

was clear that very many of the SPMRs (for unclerstandable reasons) were

unable to give much by way of specific instances of concern, or anything other

than vague ancl generic complaints. Most of the cases involvecl a shortfall at

auditofb"t*""nfbuttwoCaSeswereu,,".!andonecase
involved a staggering shortfall of over f The cases we reviewed

involved a mix of time periods, Some spanned both the original Horizon

. system and Horizon Online, some involvecl only one or the other. Most

involvecl losses over approximately a hvo-three yearperiod, but some involved

much lengthier periods. Two cases involved losses identified in 2004 and 2005

and therefore of considerable antiquity, *hi.ll posed real and unclerstandable

problems of evidential clarity, along with data rctcntion.

1'69. Although the POIRs might have somctimes crrcd on thc side of conclusions

which were overly robust in rejecting the possibility of anything otl'rer than

operator error, we generally found that Second Sight broaclly accepted the

analysis of the evidence set out in the POIR. Where it did r-rot, it was usually

because Seconci Sight felt unable to express a concluclecl view. Often this

appeared justified, but we considered that on a surprising number of occasions

Second Sight felt unable to choose between a bare assertion on the part of the

SPMR and the indicaiions provided in the evidence trail. In none of the cases

we sampled were Second Sight willing to conclude that the shortfall was due

to the Horizon computer system causing those losses, although they did

speculate that the disproportionate appearance of power failures in the CQRs

was likely to contribute to some extent. In general, Seconcl Sight accepted that
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the most likely cause of shortfalls was operator error on the part of SPMRs and

their staff. This accords with the conclusions in the Part Two Report.

170. Both the POIRs and CRRs were often unable to identify a specific cause of

losses. We do not consicler this surprising. Most cases involvecl very little

assistance from the SPMI{ to highlight potential causes or even time periods.

Where there was assistance, the dates given often proved to be incorrect when

the evidence was examined. Moreover, the integrity of the transaction records

' is essentially dependent upon the information inputted at the branch, It is

extremely ctifficult for any third party - or the SPMR after the passage of time

- to review those records to identify precisely what went wrong, although

likely causes were identifiable in many instances. Howevet, we were surprised

at just how many of the cases involved blatant instances of false accounting,

rendering POL's task of assisting the SPMR in working out where problems

had arisen very much harder without an accurate reference point from which

to work.

171. In only one of the Scheme cases we sampled did the Second Sight CRR suggest

further investigative r,vork might have been carried out, in .uu*f fo,

technical evieicncc on corrununications interfcrcncc problcms. This is good

evidence in our view that POL's ir-rvestigation cluring thc course of the Scheme

was detailed ancl thorough, It leaves very lirnited available 'E pr'which might

now be fillecl by yet further work.

172. We understand that the material collated in the investigation process has been

provided to the Scheme applicants. That is entirely appropriate. In.the light of

POL's decision to mediate all remaining Scheme cases not invoiving a court

judgment, all cases can be approached in an evidcnce-based way at mediation.

We assume that POL will continue to approach the rnediation process in a

constructivc ancl realistic manner.
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L73. There is one issue which potentially relates directly to the Scheme cases but

which has not, so far as we are aware, been the subject of any specific analysis.

That issue was the one raised by Second Sight in their Part Two Report between

paragraphs 2.14-2.19, and relates to the hanctling by POL of unmatched credit

balances in its own suspense account (or similarly named account) in respect

of third party clients (such as Santander or Bank of heland). The point Second

Sight raise.is that where there are significant sums in unmatched balances, it is
' possible that at least some of that moirey would reflect uncorrected transaction

discrepancies in particular branches. We consider that this is logically possible,

and is at the least worthy of express investigation and clarification.

Accordingly, we recorrunend that:

(8) POL commission forensic accountants to review ,the unmatched

balances on POL's general suspense account to explain the

relationship (or lack thereof) with branch discrepancies and the extent

to which those balances can be attributed to and repaid to spebific

branches.

174. The recommendations we have made in Parts VI and VII feed into the

invesiigation of individual cases, Having reviewed the lengthy and costly work

already done by POL and Second Sight, and with the single exception set out

above, we do not consider that it would be reasonable to recommend any

further additional investigative recommendations be rnade.
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IX. Summary of Recommendations

175. We make the following recommendations to the Chairman.

(1) Legal advice be sought from counsel as to whether the decision to

charge an SPMR with theft and false accounting could undermine the

safety of any conviction for false accounting where (a) the conviction

was on the basis of a guilty plea, following which and/or in return for

which the theft charge was dropped" and (b) there had not been a

sufficient evidential basis to bring the theft charge.

(2) If such a conviction could be undermined in those circumstances, that

counsel review the prosecution file in such cases to establish whether,

applying the facts and law applicable at the relevant time, there was a

sufficient evidential basis to conclude that a conviction for theft was a

realistic prospect such that the charge was properly brought,

(3) POL consider instructing a suitably qualified party to carry out an

analysis of the relevant transaction logs for branches within the

Scheme to confirm, insofar as possible, whether any bugs in the

Horizon system are revealed. by the dataset which caused

discrepancies in the accounting position of any of those branches.

{4) POL inshuct a suitably qualified party to carry out a full review of the

use of Balancing Transactions throughout the lifetime of the Horizon

systerh, insofar as possible, to independently confirm from Horizon

system records the number and circumstances of their use.

(5) POL instruct a suitably qualified party to carry out a full review of the

controls over and use of the capability of authorised Fujitsu personnel

to create, amend or delete baskets within the sealed audit store

throughout the lifetime of the Horizon system, insofar as possible.
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(5) POL seek specialist legal advice from external counsel as to whether

the Deloitte reports, or the information within them concerning

Balancing Transactions and Fuiitsu's ability to delete and amend data

in the audit store, should be disclosed to defendants of criminal

prosecutions brought by POL. This advice should also address

whether disclosure should be made, if it has not beery to the CCRC.

(71 POL cross-reference specific complaints about misleading advice from

NBSC call-handlers with the possible employees who provided that

advice and consider their personnel files, where available, for

evidence as to the likelihood that the complaint may be well-founded.

(8) POL commission forensic accountants to review the unmatched

balances on POL's general suspense account to explain the

relationship (or lack thereof) with branch discrepancies and the extent

to which those balances can be attributed to and repaid to specific

branches.

JONATHAN SWrFr QC

CHRISTOPHER KNIGHT

8 February 2016

1"1, King's Bench Walk,

Temple. EC4Y 7EQ.
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